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Research areas & thesis topics 2018 

All research topics are just a selection of ideas. You are free to hand-in a proposal on any other aspects 
in the field of aviation management or mobility management. Also, general research proposals in the 
field of Strategic & Marketing management are of interest to the CFAC-HSG.  

 

Aviation: Economics & Management 

1. Does compliance generate incremental profit? 
The implementation and maintenance of compliance processes come at a cost for each 
organization. Understanding the cost-benefit relationship can result in economic profits, 
added value and competitive advantage for companies of the aviation industry. Evaluate the 
compliance system and (non-) economic impact of one or many companies in the aviation 
sector. 

2. Compliance and deregulation: EASA regulatory framework vs. EU market liberalization 
Increasing supranational regulation of operations in the aviation industry is confronted with 
trends of free economic markets and consolidation efforts (mergers, alliances, co-operations) 
in Europe. The challenge consists of keeping a balance between imposed compliance and 
economic viability in a changing environment. Assess the overlaps and gaps of regulation 
and liberalization in the European aviation market. 

3. Collaboration between airlines, service providers and airport operators: Data exchange vs. data 
privacy 
Synergies, competitive advantage but also security considerations are based on common data 
and exchange of information. Many participants in the aviation industry serve the same clients 
throughout the value chain and rely on consistent data. Identify and assess the key 
requirements of serving a passenger in different end-to-end travel scenarios under GDPR 
considerations. 

4. Future scenarios for air travel in Switzerland: is there a capacity scarcity? 
Many experts emphasize on the capacity scarcity at European Airports. If infrastructure is not 
fostered properly, air travel will face a major challenge in the future. But is there really a 
capacity scarcity? What would this mean for the Swiss society? Identify future scenarios for 
air travel in Switzerland and analyze the impact for the Swiss society.  

5. Blockchain in air travel: what does it really mean and what is the impact? 
Blockchain is heavily covered in recent management and technology literature. But what does 

blockchain really mean for air travel. What are possible use cases and tipping points? Define 
the term blockchain in aviation and conduct a multiple case study with illustrative examples 
and further avenues for research. Further development of a prior master thesis at the 
CFAC.  

6. Autonomous air vehicles: a provider-perspective  
Autonomous vehicles are heavily covered in books and recent literature. Many new concepts 
emerged in recent years, such as Volocopter and Lilium. They base their business case on a 
combination of autonomous and electrical aspects. Assess the market potential for 
autonomous vehicles and conduct a multiple case study to discuss possible business cases 
for autonomous air vehicles. Possible collaboration with a practice partner. 

7. Electrical air vehicles: literature review on recent developments  
Recent developments and studies show the huge potential of electrical air vehicles. Some even 
state that this power source will eliminate negative effects of air travel completely. But is this 
really true? What is the state of research in this field and what are further avenues which 
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might be of interest? Conduct a literature review on electrical air vehicles and discuss further 
avenues for research in this field.  

 

Airports: Operational vs. economic efficiency 

8. Balance between safety/security and profit maximization 
The increasing requirements of security at airports and safe operations result in additional 
investments in infrastructure, IT and processes. Airports can mitigate the financial impact by 
charging higher airport and handling fees, but within limitations and under economic pressure 
by airline clients. Determine the correlation of costs for safety and security and the 
profitability of airport operators (empirical evidence). 

9. Airport expansion and investment: Financing conflict 
Airport operators undertake significant investments to increase capacity and diversify their 
portfolio. Internal funding through aeronautical revenue can create a conflict with clients, 
depending on the business model (single till / dual till) and the financial magnitude. Evaluate 
investment projects of airports, the underlying business cases and financing methods from 
different stakeholders’ point of view. 

10. Airport cities and the value chain of non-aeronautical profit drivers: A long-term perspective 
A clear trends exists for airports creating income from non-aeronautical revenue streams and 
real estate projects. The combined effect of location and people traffic create business cases 
for shopping malls and office spaces. Identify the synergies and economic drivers for those 
mega structures and assess impact on neighboring communities and society. 

11. Blockchain at the airport: what does it really mean and what is the impact? 
Blockchain is heavily covered in recent management and technology literature. But what does 
blockchain really mean for airports. What are possible use cases and tipping points? Define 
the term blockchain in the context of airports and conduct a multiple case study with 
illustrative examples and further avenues for research. Further development of a prior 
master thesis at the CFAC.  

 

Airlines: Management of change 

12. Safety culture in a world of constant change: Continuous improvement concepts of airlines 
and service providers 
Safety remains the key priority of the aviation industry, which is part of an ever changing eco-
system and exposed to global fluctuations. Adapting processes, infrastructure and people 
requires a safety culture as part of the organization’s values. Highlight the key elements of 
safety culture and define the requirements of implementing and maintaining successful 
concepts. 

13. LCC 2.0: What happened to the low cost approach in 2018? 
Many operating concepts of airlines are not static any longer. Network carriers and point-to-
point airlines also experiment with hybrid strategies and diversified service concepts, testing 
traditional low cost and full service approaches for acceptance by passenger needs. Evaluate 
business strategies of airlines and their economic sustainability / foresight with respect to 
the requirements of today’s travel patterns. 

14. The global airline: From alliances to mergers and operating concepts of the future 
Mergers and financial investments are complementing global alliances to gain access to 
routes, slots and passenger markets. The mix of integration can cause disruption of formerly 
separate offerings by each airline or alliance, resulting in management actions to align with 
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the overall strategy and growth plans. Assess each form of cooperation / integration from an 
executive point of view. 

15. Inflight connectivity: Service portfolios and their added value for passengers 
The early offerings for inflight communication services did not meet passengers’ expectations 
with respect to price and quality. With solutions evolving in ground-to-air communication 
using fast and scalable LTE technology, airlines are trying to fix the quality gap. Asses the 
value generation of new voice and data services from an airline’s marketing point of view 
and the willingness to pay from a passenger’s perspective. Possible collaboration with 
Nokia. 

16. Freemium Models: possible business models for free of charge travel 
Recent developments hint to the fact that air travel will be free of charge in the future. CEOs 
of LCCs foster this discussion and emphasize that this business model will be the key business 
model for Airlines in the future. But is there a business case and if so, under which conditions? 
Asses the possible business model of a freemium Airline and the effect of it to the Aviation 
market. 

 

Passengers: A consumer point of view 

17. (Total) Service quality: How do passengers perceive service quality of different providers in 
an end-to-end travel scenario? 
Air travel involves various providers from booking, terminal, flight and arrival services to 
ground transportation. Passengers will value each service from different perspectives; the 
individual perception of each service element can affect the total trip experience in both ways. 
Identify key elements of the end-to-end travel scenario, which affect perception and 
evaluation of services. 

18. “Hand luggage only”: The impact of carry-on luggage on cabin design and travel behavior 
New airfares and ticket offerings are creating a variety of service levels, including a trend to 
travel without checked luggage. Short turnaround times of aircrafts and more hand luggage 
result in the necessity to update the cabin experience and potentially affecting passenger 
behavior in the long-term. Evaluate the trend from a passenger point of view and draw 
conclusions for airlines and aircraft manufacturers. 

19. Non-rational decision making: How passengers’ choice affect the aviation industry 
Selection criteria by consumers in general reflect very individual needs, which can be seen 
“non-rational” by standard means of society. Each service provider in the aviation industry 
is facing the challenge of understanding the needs and creating offerings, which meet those 
requirements and are profitable at the same time. Provide a portfolio of business cases, which 
exemplify the selection process of passengers and how service providers react to match with 
their expectations. Possible collaboration with the Marketing Institute of the University. 

20. Pro environmental behavior in air travel: is there a market? 
Pro environmental behavior (PEB) is an intensively researched variable in Marketing 
Management. But is this attribute important for air travel as well? Do air travels pay for 
greener flights? Discuss the term PEB from a literature perspective and assess the 
importance of the term for air travel. Possible collaboration with Bauhaus Luftfahrt. 

21. Electrical air travel: the customer-view on “green” air travel 
Recent developments and studies show the huge potential of electrical air vehicles. Some even 
state that this power source will eliminate negative effects of air travel completely. But what 
does the customer think? Is he willing to pay a premium for “clean” air travel? Conduct a 
literature review on electrical air vehicles, discuss further avenues for research in the field 
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of marketing management and assess the customer point-of-view on electrical air vehicles. 
Possible collaboration with business partners. 

22. Pro environmental behavior in air travel: is there a market? 
Pro environmental behavior (PEB) is an intensively researched variable in Marketing 
Management. But is this attribute important for air travel as well? Do air travels pay for 
greener flights? Discuss the term PEB from a literature perspective and assess the 
importance of the term for air travel. Possible collaboration with Bauhaus Luftfahrt. 

23. The use of fast internet in planes: what do customers think of it? 
There are first approaches to deliver fast internet connections in air planes. But what does 
that mean for the customer? Does he/she need fast internet connections in planes? What would 
this mean for Airlines? Analyze the market for fast internet connections in planes and create 
a possible business case for Airlines. Possible collaboration with Nokia. 

24. Autonomous vehicles: what do they mean for social cognition, biases and heuristics 
Autonomous vehicles are  heavily covered in books and recent literature. The core concepts 
of marketing management are not understood in detail yet. What do autonomous vehicles mean 
for customers’ social cognition,biases and heuristics? Conduct a literature review on the core 
concepts and assess the role of them for the use of autonomous vehicles. Possible 
collaboration with business partners. 

25. You never get the chance to make a first impression: the airport as central destination decision 
criteria for tourists 
Airports are a major factor for many toursitic aspects, e.g. airports make up for a major part 
of the impression of a country from a tourist perspective. But is this really true? Conduct a 
literature review on the core concepts and assess the role of the airport for assessing a tourist 
destination. Possible collaboration with the IRM-HSG and Zurich Tourism. 
 

Human Factor in Aviation: the role of human variables in aviation 

26. Human factors of pilots: what is the state of research? 
Human factors are the crucial factor for air travel safety. But what is the state of regulation? 
What are factors that define human factors? How can they be measured and be influenced? 
Conduct a literature review on human factors in air travel and assess further avenues for 
research. Possible collaboration with the ZHAW and ETH. 
 

Mobility in General: The “System Mobility” from different perspectives 

27. A conceptual model for the “system mobility” 
The mobility system is changing very dynamic and fast. Due to digitalization, players, products 
and services change. But how is the business ecosystem really structured? What are the 
relevant players and what could be a conecpt for this business ecosystem? Conduct a 
literature review and conceptualize the mobility system.  

28. Business Model of a mobility integrator 
The mobility system is changing very dynamic and fast. First so-called mobility integrators 
enter the market and change the landscape of the whole mobility system. Is this also true for 
Switzerland? Can such models be successful in the long term in Switzerland? What are key 
aspects for their success? Define new business models for mobility integrators in Switzerland 
and identify key success elements for them.  
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